The Department of Applied Mathematics at the National Chiao Tung University invites applications for tenure-track faculty position(s) at the levels of assistant, associate and full professors in research areas related to the following: (i) mathematical modeling and scientific computations, (ii) probability and financial mathematics, (iii) differential equations and dynamical systems, (iv) discrete mathematics and optimization, (iv) number theory, analysis, and geometry. The appointment starts from August 1, 2014. Applicants please send

1. a letter of application and an up-to-date curriculum vitae,
2. three letters of recommendation,
3. reprints of major publications,
4. a copy of Ph.D. diploma,
5. a statement of courses that can be offered,
6. transcripts (optional) and any other materials that may be helpful to the application

either by e-mail to: weng@math.nctu.edu.tw or by post to:

Chairperson
Department of Applied Mathematics
National Chiao Tung University
1001 University Road
Hsinchu 30010, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel: (+886) 3-5722088
Fax: (+886) 3-5724679

Applicants please specify on the letter of application the position(s) they are applying for.

Complete applications received before January 1, 2014 will receive full consideration.

For more information about the Department, please consult the web at

http://www.math.nctu.edu.tw/